
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE GUEST HOST RELATIONSHIPS IN HOMERS

THE ODYSSEY

The Host-Guest relationship is significant in the Odyssey as it acts as one of the main thematic devices used by Homer
and examples of good hospitality versus.

The world in which the Homeric epics are set and the world which they describe seem to present a dichotomy
in time periods. The final example showed how a healthy guest-host relationship resulted in an advantageous
situation for both parties involved. However not all guest-host relationships are ones in which the guest and
the host act properly. However, trading involved exchange for profit, did not necessarily cultivate a personal
relationship between the two parties, and contradicted the values of xenia. The Greek guest-friendship xenia
may have been formed from this. The corresponding duty that is asked of Odysseus is to entertain the subjects,
by telling the story of his excruciating travels. The ties of guest-friendship, intended to bind communities and
extend international relations, are made completely redundant by this decision of the Phaeacians. This trading
class, the tamkarum, were associated with the royal family and the palace. The less advanced methods of
transportation used in Homeric times, such as by boat or by foot, were much slower than modern forms of
transportation. It is set in Latin America. For instance, he locks Odysseus and his men inside his cave once he
finds them hiding in the back corner. He says that they will receive a warm welcome and surely he will follow
the rules of xenia. With its search engine, it raised advertising to a new level: targeted advertising. The idea of
cannibalism is revived on one other occasion in the Odyssey: the encounter with the Laestrygonians. Food,
and the process of eating, is an important component of building relationships, and both were particularly
significant in the formation of a relationship of xenia. This included a declaration, an exchange of objects,
feasting, and the taking of oaths. Only Odysseus himself benefits from a personal relationship of xenia with
the Phaeacians. Finally, even Telemachos is rewarded for his kindness; he is made aware of the beggar's true
identity as being his father and their conquer over the suitors. Since there was no human way of policing the
maintenance of relationships of xenia, the gods were called upon as protectors of this social institution. Once
again, Homer builds a situation featuring xenia which questions the very value of the practice. It is possible,
however, that this Greek hospitality comes from the fear of the gods, and not only from pure politeness.


